Peter J. . "The Vagaries of Manuscripts from the Salem Witch Trials: An Edition of Four (Re-)Discovered Documents from the Case Against Margaret Scott of Rowley." Studia Neophilologica 86(1): [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] 7 Among the documents (partially) transcribed in Stickney's article are the depositions by Frances Wycomb and by Philip and Sarah Nelson, which are currently in the Essex County Court Archives (RSWH, nos. 648 and 644). There is no indication that these two documents have ever been privately owned: both Woodward, for his 1865 edition, and the WPA, for their 1930s transcriptions, appear to have accessed the documents as part of the Essex County court collections (Woodward 1865: 181-182; Boyer & Nissenbaum 1977: 727-728) . Furthermore, at one point, Stickney refers to one document '[i]mmediately following' another. This formulation appears to reference a sequence of the texts that is not evidenced in the original documents, which are found in separate manuscripts (RSWH, nos. 641, i.e., the recently-sold indictment, and 647, i.e., one of the rediscovered depositions, BPL MS 445). Although Gage (1840) would be a possible source for the transcription, that does not appear to be the case. The sequence in Stickney's article does not follow the presentation in Gage (1840) , and there are significant differences between the transcriptions given by Stickney and Gage; these differences mostly represent errors in Stickney's transcriptions, many of which suggest misreadings or misinterpretations of original documents. 9 Where exactly Stickney would have obtained these 'exact copies' is unknown, and the implications of Stickney's article for the reconstruction of the history of the documents (including the BPL depositions) are not wholly clear. In the end, then, the history of the documents pertaining to Scott's case is not traceable in detail. More specifically, we cannot say for certain when the four depositions edited here entered the BPL collections or where Gage may have accessed them for his transcriptions published in 1840, when they were not part of the BPL collections. In fact, the set of documents in Scott's case as a whole appears to have one of the most complex histories of all groups of Salem documents that we know have survived; why this would be the case remains uncertain. Indeed, these documents highlight the extreme of the vagaries of documents from the Salem trials.
The Transcriptions of the BPL Depositions
The text of the four Scott manuscripts presented in Gage (1840) differs in a number of respects from the originals. These differences are probably partly a result of how Gage makes use of the texts within the context of his book. Although Gage presents the depositions and indictments in Scott's case in one sequence, they are also embedded in a larger chronological retelling of the course of the witch trials. The Scott documents appear at the point of the narrative when Margaret Scott has already received the death penalty, and the transcriptions are given in order to illustrate 'the evidence upon which she was convicted' (Gage 1840: 169 Grund et al. 2009: 77) . By contrast, the texts of MSS 445b
and 445c, the majority of which is written by the same, unknown recorder, have been liberally punctuated, perhaps in accordance with punctuation standards in the nineteenth century. While the originals contain very few punctuation marks, mostly in the form of periods or colons, Gage (1840) supplies numerous commas and some semicolons. The stark difference between the texts is obvious from only a brief comparison between (1) and (2). However, our transcriptions are not only important in that they provide faithfully reproduced texts; we also supply text that is missing in Gage (1840), and we make accessible information that is not recorded in the book.
One of the main omissions in the transcriptions from Gage (1840) is the information on the reverse of MSS 445a, 445b, and 445c, as indicated before; the reverse of MS 445 occurs at the very beginning of the transcription from Gage (1840: 171) without an indication that the information comes from the back of the document. In MSS 445b and 445c, the reverse notes the deponent's name and identifies the case, while the reverse of 445a simply states the deponents' names without an indication of the case against Scott. The dorsal annotations were made so that relevant documents could quickly be retrieved once they had been folded up and docketed (the marks of folding are still prominent in the documents). These annotations thus help us see the Other familiar recorders' handling of the documents is revealed by additional annotations. 'Jurat in Curia', which occurs in three of the depositions, was added by the clerk of the court Stephen Sewall, indicating that the witness swore to the testimony during the trial proceedings. The absence of the note in MS 445c suggests that the deposition was not used during the trial against Scott. Sewall also adds the text on the reverse in MS 445a, while, in the rest, the annotation is made by Anthony Checkley, the attorney general and prosecutor of the cases heard before the Court of Oyer and Terminer after July 26, 1692. Both men's handwriting [ 
